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Introduction

This survey has been commissioned by the Environmental Change Unit of the University of Oxford
to investigate the potential for reduction of CO2 from household hot water production, with some
additional information on Cooking and the use of Washing Machines and Tumble dryers.

The existing hot water, cooking, and laundry equipment in 24 houses with a range of fuel types and
tenancies were surveyed.

During these site visits the most likely improvement measures to reduce running costs and associated
CO2 emissions were evaluated, giving costs and savings for each measure.  The householder was then
invited to comment on their attitude to these potential savings, which was recorded.

These surveys are not designed to be statistically significant, but rather to gain an insight into the
barriers that prevent active take up of less polluting technology.

The selected householders

The initial strategy was to select the houses on the basis of the national distribution of hot water fuels.
From the latest English National House Condition Survey this is given as:

English water heating methods

Instant.gas 4%

Elect off peak 6%

Elect on peak 
14%

CH-lpg 1%
CH-oil 3%
CH-S.fuel 5%

CH-gas 67%Central
Heating

76%

It can be seen very clearly that the bulk of water heating is carried out as an ancillary to the space
heating system, and that the bulk of these systems are powered by natural gas.  Practically the only
other system commonly found is using an electric immersion element to heat a cylinder1 directly, with
a small percentage of instantaneous gas fired water heaters, separate from any central heating.  Based
on this information it was decided that the homes to be surveyed should be 50% gas and 50%
electricity.  The bias towards electricity is justified by the significantly higher CO2 saving that can be
made by the substitution of other furls for electricity.

                                               
1 Note in the UK the hot water storage vessel is referred to as a “cylinder” due to it’s historical shape. See the appendix for
a diagram on the main components of UK hot water heating systems.
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This initial criteria was modified after the first six surveys to take a deeper look at two groups; both of
whom might have a different view on investing money to make fuel and or CO2 savings.  These
groups were firstly those with LPG central heating since their fuel costs were significantly ( =70%)
higher than natural gas users, and secondly Tenant and Landlord properties where running and capital
costs were not paid by the same person.  The second group was mostly characterised by the use of on
peak electricity and often simple but costly capital investment opportunities.

The surveys grouped by fuel use is presented below:

survey outline details
HotWaterSurvey No. of No. of Owner housesize Cooking
main fuel Survey occupants occupier? m2 fuel
elect off pk 4 2 N 76 elect on pk

elect off pk 17 1 N 44 elect on pk

elect off pk 13 7 N 84 gas

elect off pk 2 5 Y 144 gas

elect on pk 19 4 Y 54 bottled gas

elect on pk 1 4 Y 90 gas

elect on pk 10 5 Y 102 lpg

gas 12 3 Y 98 gas

gas 3 2 Y 140 gas

gas 5 5 N 135 elect on pk

gas 6 4 Y 80 gas

gas 11 3 Y 107 gas

gas 14 3 Y 131 gas

gas 23 2 Y 300 gas

gas 21 2 N 70 gas

lpg 22 2 N 98 lpg

lpg 7 5 Y 180 lpg

lpg 15 2 N 80 elect on pk

lpg 16 2 N 78 elect on pk

lpg 20 3 Y 160 lpg

oil 9 3 N 115 lpg

solid fuel 24 4 Y 150 elect on pk

solid fuel 8 6 Y 74 elect on pk

wood 18 3 Y 168 lpg
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The Survey process

The survey comprised six stages
1. An initial explanation of the purpose of the survey to the householder, and the recording of some

site details.

2. A detailed inspection and recording of hot water system details, including boiler type and
controls, cylinder size and insulation, and measurement of the draw-off losses from the Kitchen
hot tap.  This comprised ensuring that no taps had been used for at least 20 minutes, then running
the kitchen tap into a measuring beaker until the temperature was gauged by hand to have reached
an acceptable temperature.  This was the method employed in most surveys, but in some cases,
e.g. where a continuously leaking hot tap was found, the draw off loss was estimated by
calculation of length of pipe and water content.

3. Recording of details concerning Washing machine type, Tumble dryer, and cooking fuel, together
with some usage data

4. Calculation of the annual running cost of delivered fuel, and CO2 emissions from the particular
installations.  Appendix 1 contains the details of this calculation based on BREDEM model
algorithm.  This makes the assumption that water use is related to the number of people living in
the house, with the energy used being then related to this and the efficiency and type of hot water
system present.  Whilst this does not directly take into account the lifestyle of the occupants it
does provide a national average basis for running costs from which to make investment decisions.
Calculations are also carried out concerning the annual wastage of water based on the draw off
measurement described above and the associated energy wastage.

5. Any suitable improvement options were then assessed on the spot by the surveyor, using
knowledge of capital cost and using the same calculation procedure to determine the change in
running cost and CO2 emissions.  This is a difficult task to describe exactly, since from a
knowledge of possible measure and their costs, sample measures were chosen that represented
those most likely to be acceptable to the householder bearing in mind three areas of improvement:
A) improving the convenience of the system, e.g. larger hot water storage cylinders if they
reported running out of hot water, improving the response of the system by eliminating
unnecessary pipework between the cylinder and kitchen tap, improving the response time of the
cylinder when heating water etc,
B) improving the efficiency of the system so that the annual running cost of the system was
reduced.
C) changing fuels to reduce the cost of operating the system, and also to reduce the CO2

emissions.

6. Lastly the householder was asked to comment on the offered improvement measures, and whether
they felt they were likely to implement them on the basis of information given on capital cost,
reduction in running costs and emissions.

A blank survey sheet and the completed survey and calculation sheets are in Appendix 2.
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Results of systems as found

Annual Costs
The following chart shows the distribution of calculated costs for the sample of 24 surveys.

Hot water annual cost
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At first glance the top end costs per year appear very large, and it is worth commenting on this.
The calculation method uses a fixed consumption irrespective of how it is delivered, and the
calculated cost does not therefore take into account how people react to the cost and inconvenience of
the installed system.  These calculated costs at the high end are therefore not likely to be actually
incurred in practice: people with inconvenient or very expensive water heating systems tend to use
substantially less hot water.

The most expensive calculated cost was for a system using on peak electricity with a kitchen draw off
loss of such a size that the occupants actually did not use the system except for baths, preferring the
use of the electric kettle for kitchen use.
These high end costs should therefore be treated with care when calculating savings.

CO2 emissions
In exactly the same way the following data relates to  Carbon Dioxide emissions. The same comments
apply to the high values as to the calculated annual fuel costs:
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Draw off losses

One of the unexpected items revealed by the survey was the poor standard of the water heating
services.  The first area of note was the draw off losses at the Kitchen tap.  Draw off loss is the
amount of water in the pipes from the hot water tank that is thrown away since it has cooled below the
useful temperature required. The kitchen tap is generally supposed to be the most susceptible to draw
off losses since typically it is used for short bursts of hot water, compared to the bath tap where a long
draw off is more common and an initial cold flow can still be utilised.  The chart below shows the
range of values found in the surveys.  As a comparison the draw off loss for the old British Standard
of a maximum of 12m of 15mm pipe is 1.7 litres.

Kitchen tap draw off losses
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It is clear that only two surveys were in the same band as this standard.  The survey measured at 5
litres had been converted from a hot water cylinder storage tank to a combination boiler mounted next
to the kitchen sink, but the pipes from the combination boiler were taken up to the old cylinder, and
then using the original pipes back down to the kitchen sink.  The occupiers often boiler a kettle for
washing up rather than use this system.  The same comment applies to the next largest draw off
measures at 4 litres, where an electric kettle was normally used and the hot water cylinder only heated
immediately before a bath.

It seems clear that with large draw offs people react by providing hot water in an alternative ways.  It
might be expected, therefore, that there should be a good correlation between the draw off losses and
the householder satisfaction (rated from 1= very dissatisfied to 5 =very satisfied):
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Hot water time to taps
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The results in the chart above do show a positive correlation, but it is very weak.  The most
interesting item is that the householder with the worst draw off loss found (5 litres) only rated it as
3=neutral.  Possibly this has something to do with the fact that they were tenants and felt that they had
to accept the system they were given, and possibly that they found a perfectly acceptable method of
obtaining hot water from the kettle for washing up as mentioned above.

Other inefficiencies

Reverting back to consideration of some of the inefficiencies possible in hot water systems,  after the
draw off losses come:
1. Poor insulation of the storage cylinder
2. Poor insulation of the pipes between the cylinder and boiler
3. Poor controls- in particular lack of any pumped circulation between the boiler and cylinder,

relying on gravity circulation with no shut off or other temperature control.  This means that the
boiler has to stay hot for a long time whilst the cylinder heats up, resulting in both inconvenience
and inefficiency.

4. Poor efficiency of boiler, especially with large cast iron boilers.  These have very poor part load
efficiencies, which occur when heating hot water only in the summer.

The following pictures show poor and good hot water installations using the most popular fuel,
natural gas.
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POOR  CYLINDER
INSULATION

INEFFICIENT
BOILER

GRAVITY
CIRCULATION
UNINSULATED
PIPES

EXCESSIVE DRAW OFF VOLUME
FROM CYLINDER TO KITCHEN SINK

NO TEMPERATURE
CONTROL ON CYLINDER

For a four person household this inefficient system system has:
a calculated annual consumption of 45 GJ, costing £188 and emitting 2.4 tonnes of CO2.
There are some service problems associated with the very slow recovery rate once hot water has been
drawn off for a bath.
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By contrast, the photograph below shows the most efficient type of boiler found, a condensing
combination boiler located near the kitchen sink:

EFFICIENT
BOILER

NO CYLINDER
LOSSES

GOOD
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

SHORT DRAW OFF TO
KITCHEN SINK

This system was calculated to consume some 12 GJ annual of natural gas, resulting in an annual fuel
bill for water heating of £51 and associated CO2 emissions of 0.7 tonnes per annum.
This is a considerable improvement on the system on the previous page, but it needs to be
remembered that the maximum flow rate of combination boilers is still restricted such that filling a
bath can take 12 minutes, as opposed to 5 minutes or less from a cylinder.  Hopefully this is an area
where the manufacturers are addressing with increased instantaneous production rates, although some
are producing internal mini cylinders which have the unfortunate effect of reducing the seasonal
efficiency by up to 10%.
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Hot water heat up times

For convenience it is better if the hot water system can heat up quickly.  Householders were asked
what to rate their systems on the same scale of 1-5:

Hot Water heat  up time Ratings
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Not surprisingly, the two worst systems were gravity circulation ( no pump between boiler and
tank/cylinder) and the only two instantaneous water heaters (combination boiler systems) were both
in the very satisfied category.

Hot water flow rates

This did not seem to be a significant problem.  The one very dissatisfied household appeared to have
a system design problem.

Hot Water flow rate Ratings
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Improvement measures offered
The following table lists the measures, this time grouped by whether they were found acceptable to
the households:

Householder reaction to information offered

ID measure text  cost  savings  payback  CO2 saving

Householder opinion: 3=will do
47 install new oil CH and HW system 2000 173 12 930
15 install gas boiler to do Ch 1500 268 6 911

20 replace rayburn with woodburner 1000 12 80 760

18 controls and insulate pipes 100 38 3 500
11 install remote timeswithc for heating 100 50 2 500

7 Change from elect to gas cooking 200 43 5 300

16 rerun kitchen hot water direct from 50 28 2 213
24 Install Cylinder thermostat 60 25 2 200

37 reduce drawoff losses by repiping 20 9 2 167

40 swap to oil boiler 2000 91 22 77
6 add boost to HWS system 50 0 1000 0

36 install double immersion 50 40 1 0

38 oil fired rayburn 2000 106 19 -1045

Householder opinion: 2=may do
3 gas CH 2500 50 50 1380

1 new gas inst. water heater 500 145 4 735
23 new boiler installation 1500 36 42 470

45 condensing boiler, controls upgrade 1500 33 45 400

14 re pipe to avoid distribution loss 50 21 2 300
19 new insulated cylinder 150 33 5 219

25 new better insulated cylinder 150 28 5 200

41 insulate cylinder DIY 10 10 1 130
35 install new E7 cylinder and controls 300 60 5 0

Householder opinion: 1=will not do
17 new boiler 1500 130 12 1700
29 Wood fired rayburn 2000 274 7 1490

4 Gas multi point 500 50 10 1380

21 instantaneous gas water heater 500 228 2 1358
34 install gas CH 2500 49 51 1244

26 install condensing combi 1500 171 9 931

30 change to oil combi 2000 137 15 895
27 gas multi point - lpg 500 157 3 856

13 install electric shower instead of bath 250 125 2 700

12 install E7 tank 350 125 2 700
8 replace cylinder with foamed version 200 25 8 550

5 Gas multipoint 700 16 44 547

31 upgrade to E7 cylinder 150 45 3 430
43 install condensing boiler 1200 42 28 400

39 replace boiler with lpg condensing 1500 31 48 293
9 Replace gas boiler with efficient 1500 50 80 250

42 DIY replumb long dead leg 10 10 1 130

10 install lpg tumble dryer 350 26 14 105
44 insulate primary pipes 20 10 2 100

2 reduce dead legs 100 13 8 90

46 convert to fully pumped HWS 200 7 28 10
32 install new dual element 80 35 2 0

22 new dual cylinder 300 148 2 0

28 install electric of pk cylinder 300 120 2 -350
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The point has already been made that it is households who are most dissatisfied who are willing to
consider change.  The list above also shows how hard it is to find changes that are acceptable to
people.  Changes must give at least the same service but should preferably bring about an
improvement in service, be affordable in capital terms, and hopefully reduce annual running costs and
CO2 emissions.

The point deserves to be made that in some cases the measures proposed would have more effect on
increasing the efficiency of the space heating rather than the water heating system, although the effect
is on both systems. Some of the measures concern fuel substitution in cooking or tumble drying.
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A further clue as to what is going on can be seen in the rating for “Convenience” that the
householders gave their systems, compared to their willingness to accept suggestions for
improvement.

The chart above shows that people who rate their hot water systems poorly (Dissatisfied or V
dissatisfied) are more willing to consider improvements than those who are satisfied with their
systems.

This bears out information gathered during the surveys: that people will put up with terribly
inefficient systems in terms of fuel burnt, as long as they get the service they want.  Once the service
is not present, then they can be interested in investigating changes and generally being receptive to
advice.

Generally the households correctly thought that the hot water costs, although in some cases very
inefficient, form a small part of the total fuel bill and so were not interested in spending money on
improving the hot water systems unless the system was very inconvenient in operation

More detailed information about the responses to the proposals is laid out below:
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measures response
measure text Householder opinion rating Householder opinion text

SURVEY NO.   1
reduce dead legs 1 not interested

new gas inst water heater 2 Other priorities for £;
heating currently from Aga
seems a lot to buy a boiler just for hot water

SURVEY NO.   2
gas CH 2 No cash for this at present

Gas multi point 1 No point since might as well do CH

SURVEY NO.   4
Gas multipoint 1 don't like gas but not happy with lack of hot water during day

add boost to HWS system 3 simple measure gives them better service but no gains for CO2
savings! ( they did thuis measure)

SURVEY NO.   5
Change from elect to gas 3 yes will do it

replace cylinder with 1 not really interested

SURVEY NO.   6
Replace gas boiler with 1 don't use Ch so why repalce boiler

SURVEY NO.   7
install remote timeswitch 3 but nothing to do with Hot Water!

install lpg tumble dryer 1 can't see the point.

SURVEY NO.   8
install E7 tank 1 no cash available.

[note Co2 savings +ve indicate poor eff of rayburn!]
install electric shower 1 no cash available even for this cheaper option.

SURVEY NO.   9
re pipe to avoid 2might do purely for annoyance factor rather than financial.  Reluctant

due to sense that invading landlords responsibility.

SURVEY NO.   10
install gas boiler  to do Ch 3 will definitely do, even though fuel bills will increase from space

rerun kitchen hot water 3 will probably do, to avoid inconvenience.

SURVEY NO.   11
new boiler 1 too expensive

controls and insulate pipes 3 if DIY then keen
new insulated cylinder 2 not worth it unless new system

SURVEY NO.   12
replace rayburn with 3 will do as cleaner fuel. [Payback is not all!]

SURVEY NO.   13
instantaneoud gas water 1 no capital

new dual cylinder 1 wht didn't council put one in anyway? Would definitely prefer.
But no money.

SURVEY NO.   14
Install Cylinder 3 prob would do.

new better insulated 2 Convenience also
new boiler installation 2 payback poor, [but savings from heating will probably dwarf HW

 savings]

SURVEY NO.   15
install condensing combi 1 depends on lardlord paying!!

gas multi point - lpg 1 would the landlord pay?

install electric of pk 1 still landlord paying is the problem
Wood fired rayburn 1 like it - wood availbe free, but who pays for installation? andlord?

SURVEY NO.   16
change to oil combi 1 but since tenants not owner occupiers don't think worthwhile

upgrade to E7 cylinder 1 tenats reckon cyl is well lagged with duvets etc.

SURVEY NO.   17
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install new dual element 1 doesn't think savings will apply since only uses min on peak.

SURVEY NO.   18
install new E7 cylinder 2 prefer cheaper option

install double immersion 3 will do this as simple and means can use elect on peak in day more
effectively

install gas CH 1 £1000 to get gas in - too expensive

reduce drawoff losses by 3 not urgent but will be done when bathroom replumbed ( DIY cost)

SURVEY NO.   19
oil fired rayburn 3 householder’s suggestion ( Co2 ugh)

SURVEY NO.   20
replace boiler with lpg 1 hh prefer oil solution since higher savings

swap to oil boiler 3 cheapest fuel choice. Hh dislikes LPG pricing.

SURVEY NO.   21
insulate cylinder DIY 2 Will do next house
DIY replumb long dead leg 1 have to seek landladys permission - easier to move.

SURVEY NO.   22
install condensing boiler 1 Co2 not my problem,

Would do if had 4 year tenure
 in Germany tenants have right to sell improvements to next tenant.

insulate primary pipes 1 not worth it on 1 year lease.

SURVEY NO.   23
condensing boiler, 2 but heating savings total £170 p.a., 2000 kg CO2, 9 yr pback.

change will do in next 2 years.
convert to fully pumped 1 would only do as part of condensing boiler upgrade.

SURVEY NO.   24
install new oil CH and 3 seems a good idea when considering total  heating savings:£470/yr

55500 kg Co2, payback 4 years
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Conclusions

At this early stage it is already clear that there were some simple conclusions concerning peoples
interest in CO2 savings from hot water systems and appliances:

1. From the calculated consumptions, there is a large range in the costs of hot water per person in
this small sample – from £16 to £140 per person per year, with a slightly smaller range of CO2

emissions per person per year: 221 to 924 kg CO2. The household hot water costs ranged from
ranging from £50 to just under £400 per year
These ranges are thought to be mainly due to the choice of fuel and the efficiency of the systems,
but also:

2. Note must be taken of the calculation method and how it will tend to over predict inefficient
systems – in practice people use less water when faced with costly or inconvenient water systems.

3. . It was found quite hard in many cases to suggest realistic measures that would reduce both the
cost and CO2 emissions.  The payback periods were often unacceptably too long due to the low
amounts of expenditure on hot water. (relative to total fuel bills)

4. Losses from long pipe runs were surprisingly large.  The Kitchen hot tap draw off varied from 1.2
to 5.0 litres before hot water arrived at the tap.  This latter figure represents a considerable lack of
convenience and the households at this higher end tended to look for alternatives for small draw-
offs such as using an electric kettle.  The two  largest  draw offs, 5.0 and 4.0 litres, were the result
of inefficient system layouts and could be significantly shortened quite easily.

5. Technically the general standard of hot water systems found was poor.  Even in the gas group
many old cast iron boilers exist, often with missing controls.

6. Generally, people do not appear to be concerned about having an efficient hot water system,
unless they already have a convenience problem such as:

• having a fuel that is perceived as being too expensive to leave “on tap”
• having to wait for hot water to be delivered from the hot tap due to long pipe runs
• running out of hot water due to inadequate storage

7. So,  households in which the cost of hot water is a very small percentage of their income will
spend money to achieve a reasonably modern system, but only if the existing system is
inconvenient to use rather than inefficient.

8.  Conversely, households who are not as well off, and cannot afford the new modern hot water
system (often with Central Heating) appear to put up with an old system, often using on peak
electricity to back up a solid fuel or wood burning system.  These are not always tenants, but
tenants tend to come into this sector.

9. Modern gas fired water heaters, especially factory assembled ones such as combination boilers,
with or without storage, are far more efficient than old systems that have been constructed on site.
Gradually, therefore there must be a change in these appliances as these old systems fail.  It is
often the tenants who are left with the older systems.
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Appendix 1: Calculation methods for estimating annual Hot Water delivered
energy

The method used here is based on various sections of the Building Research Establishment Domestic
Energy Model (BREDEM)with which the author has worked with for some time.  The basic process
is to calculate the amount of fuel and CO2 emissions associated with a household’s hot water demand.
With  reference to the diagram below:

Hot Water Efficiencies:
NHER/SAP/BREDEM models

Boiler

Cylinder

Distribution pipe loss;
Qp; depends primarily
on length of  pipes and
perhaps whether
insulated, and pattern
of use. Note set to zero
if  single point of use
type heater used.

Boiler efficiency when heating water
Weff (depends on CH efficiency and
whether fully pumped/gravity and
controls) note set to 100% for electric
immersion heaters.

Cylinder heat loss; Qt;
depends on tank size,
insulation level and
effectiveness, and controls.
Note set to zero for combi
or instantaneous water
heaters without “keep
warm” stores.

Point of use: Qu;
Usage depends on
number of people.
Note some heat gains
to space from use of
hot water; rest lost
down drain.

Primary pipe loss; Qp.
depends on whether pipe
is insulated and whether
cylinder thermostat
present (taken to indicate
gravity circulation.) Note
set to zero for electric
immersion or gas instant
water heaters.

Total water heating fuel used (GJ/yr) =
Qw=(Qu+Qt+Qd+Qp-Qs)/Weff

Solar panel
Heat gained :Qs

1. From the number of people in the household estimate the annual water demand in GJ of delivered
heat per year. This simplification does ignore individual patterns of use but is believed to be
simple enough to allow the householders to receive financial and pollutant information to help
them make their decisions on whether to proceed on any of the recommended measures.  The
formulation from BREDEM is  2.5 +1.6N GJ per year where N is the number of people in the
household.

2. Onto this is added the distribution loss. BREDEM allocates 15% of the total as distribution loss,
so the figure above has to have 15%/85% = 17.6% added as standard.  However, rather than use
the flat rate BREDEM 15% distribution loss, we have assigned this 15% to the British standard of
12m of 15mm pipe draw off, or approximately 1.7 litres.  We have measured the actual Kitchen
draw off loss, and defined a factor, W, which is the actual litres draw off divided by 1.7 litres.  W
is then used to factor the standard 15% BREDEM distribution loss.

3. We then add the cylinder  heat loss. This is pure BREDEM figures for various configurations of
tanks and thickness’ of insulation.  For instantaneous water heaters there is no tank heat loss term.
We then have derived the energy requirement at the tank.  The process from here on depends on
whether there is a fossil fuelled boiler or whether there is simply an immersion heater in the tank.
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4. For fossil boiler the primary circuit loss is established according to whether the primary pipes
between the boiler and tank are insulated, and whether there is any temperature control
mechanism on the tank ( i.e. cylinder thermostat).  Again pure BREDEM

5. The efficiency of the boiler is now established using generic look up tables from BREEDEM.
Dividing by this yields the fuel consumed per year in GJ.  Multiplying by the appropriate fuel
costs and carbon dioxide coefficients yields the annual running cost in £ and annual emission in
kg CO2 .

6. For electric immersion the ratio of on to off peak is very important in determining the proportion
on and off peak electricity used.  This ratio does not effect the CO2 emissions figures, but it does
dramatically change the average cost  These formulations from BREDEM were used to  determine
the average cost for various sizes of tanks and number of occupants.

7. Finally the water wasted through deadlegs was estimated from the distribution loss, and assuming
that only one third of the cold water from the hot tap is kept and used as cold water.

8. Dual fuel systems are simply calculated by assigning a fraction of the load to each system,
summing the cost and emissions due to each fuel.

9. To calculate the new cost and emissions due to the adoption of a measure, the calculation is
simply repeated with new conditions.

• The reference manual: “ BREDEM –12 Model Description”, Anderson et al, Building
Establishment Laboratory Report 1996  was used as the source of equations.

• The following pages contain the sample survey forms and worksheets.
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Appendix 2: Description of common water heating methods in the UK.

WATER HEATING IN HOMES

Most homes in the UK have some sort of permanent water heating installation.  These are defined as a
means of heating domestic water other than the use of a hand filled kettle.  Such systems are of
varying types, the main ones of which are described below:

1. Direct water heating by means of a boiler and storage vessel

This used to be the most common type, originally heating by means of solid fuel in a boiler or
backboiler and later, some installations using gas in a boiler. Water was heated in a storage
vessel at a higher level than the boiler by gravity circulation through connecting pipework.
When water was drawn for use from the cylinder, the make-up water would be supplied
directly from a cold water storage cistern which was refilled through a float valve from the
mains supply.

These systems were necessarily of fairly low thermal efficiency, because the boiler either had
to be capable of having its internal heat transfer surfaces cleaned to remove build-ups of scale
caused by the high temperatures and continual changeover of water or it had to be able to
accept the scale build up.

Many of these systems were replaced when central heating became popular.

2. Direct water heating by means of an electric immersion heater

In these systems, a storage vessel, usually a copper cylinder, is fed from a cold water storage
cistern refilled from the mains by a float valve, or else, in some more recent installations,
directly fed from the water mains.  The cylinder is fitted with one or more electric immersion
heaters.  This is still a popular method of water heating, and can be made reasonably effective
if the cylinder is well insulated, and the immersion heaters are arranged to take advantage of
off-peak electricity supplies.

The flow of water available at the taps is dependent on the pressure exerted by the mains-fed
cold water storage cistern which is usually installed in the loft space..  This aspect is described
in further detail in the next section.

When only one immersion heater is fitted, this is normally located in the top of the cylinder
extending vertically down inside it.  This can result in a lack of hot water at the bottom of the
cylinder and very high temperature water at the top.

When two immersion heaters are used, these are normally each of 3 kW output and are fitted
through the sides of the cylinder at high and low level.  The bottom one is used for heating
during off-peak electricity supply times, and the top one is used for the heating up of smaller
quantities, if these are required at times when full price electricity has to be used.

The lower immersion heater in a two-unit installation can be operated via a time switch to
operate only during off-peak supply availability.  A similar service can be obtained from a
single vertically installed immersion heater, which has two separately controlled elements, one
at the top and one at the bottom.
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Small capacity electrically heated hot water supply vessels are often used as ‘point of use’
water heaters at sinks.  These are usually directly mains water fed.

3. Indirect water heating by means of a boiler and storage vessel

There are very many installations of this type, nearly all operating as part of a central heating
system.  The storage vessel is normally filled from a cold water storage cistern as in the case
of the direct type systems.  The difference is that the water in the hot water storage vessel,
almost always this is a copper cylinder, is heated by the water in the boiler via an indirect coil
or calorifer which is located inside the cylinder and permanently separates the domestic water
from the boiler water.  Because the boiler water is not being constantly changed, as is the case
with a direct system, scaling up is avoided and the heating transfer surfaces in the boiler can
be designed to maximise efficiency.  The water from the boiler is normally referred to as
‘primary’ water and the water stored in the cylinder for domestic use is referred to as
‘secondary’ water.

The hot water flow rate at the taps is dependent on the pressure exerted by the cold water
storage cistern.  The higher the cistern is above the tap, the greater the pressure and the greater
the flow rate.  Adequate pipe sizing is also important, especially to cope with simultaneous
flow demands at more than one tap.

These systems normally involve the installation of a cistern and pipework in the loft space of a
house.  This can give problems with frost protection and maintenance and involves a
significant amount of pipework.

A simpler hot water storage system can be installed if the hot water storage cylinder is of the
special type which can take water directly from the mains.  These are known as ‘unvented’
systems.  No cold water storage is then required and a considerable saving in pipework can be
achieved.  It is necessary to ensure that the mains water supply is suitable for such a system
and this is considered below.

Thermostatic control can be by means of a cylinder thermostat fitted to the surface of the
cylinder which acts on a motorised valve that opens and shuts to regulate the flow of primary
water from the boiler to the coil in the cylinder.  This type of electric control can be also
subject to a time switch and can be integrated with the space heating control so as to prevent
the boiler operating unless there is a demand for space or water heating.  This is usually
referred to as preventing ‘short cycling’.

4. Non storage system with instantaneous water heater

The heaters for these systems are either purpose designed water heaters, normally gas fired,
gas or oil fired combination boilers, which provide an instantaneous water heating service and
central heating.

In these systems, water is taken directly from the mains, heated and supplied to the taps on
demand.  By opening a tap and letting water flow through the pipework, the heater is activated
and the water heating starts instantaneously with the flow of water.  The initial water
discharged from the tap is not at a useable warm temperature, which reduces the efficiency of
these systems.  If the secondary draw-off pipework is fairly long then the drop in efficiency
can be quite considerable.
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The flow of hot water available from an instantaneous or combi heater can be less than that
experienced with a well designed storage system, which means that they are more suitable for
the smaller family house.  Baths can take an excessive amount of time to fill, but shower
service is excellent.

In an attempt to reduce water flow rate problems with combination boilers, some
manufacturers have introduced a small amount of internal hot water storage into their models.
This enables the initial water flow rate to be significantly increased.  The amount of storage is
quite small compared with that of a hot water storage cylinder.  Manufacturers incorporate a
number of different methods of controlling this storage, but the overall effect is always to
lower the seasonal efficiency.

As with unvented storage systems, it is necessary to ensure that the mains water supply is
suitable.  This is considered below.

5. Special requirements for water heating systems directly fed from the water mains

There are considerable advantages in feeding hot water systems directly from the water mains,
as has already been noted.  These can be either systems with an unvented storage cylinder, or
systems with an instantaneous or combination boiler.

It is necessary, however, to make sure that the mains water supply to the house is suitable to
be used with a non-storage system as, being without a storage reservoir, these systems depend
absolutely on a constant supply of water at an adequate pressure and flow rate for satisfactory
operation.

It is necessary to check that the available water pressure at peak demand times is sufficient to
enable the equipment manufacturers’ installation requirements to be met.  It is also necessary
to ensure that the internal bore of the mains water pipe supplying the premises is of sufficient
size to permit an adequate flow of water.

The hardness of the water should be taken into account when an instantaneous or combination
boiler is to be used.  Some form of water treatment is required for these systems, unless the
water is very soft.  For unvented cylinders, water treatment is not normally needed.

C M J Sutherland               5th January 1999

Ref: 1738 – University of Oxford
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Appendix 3: Blank survey sheets

SURVEY SHEET ONE

Cadance Questionnaire Number: 
Surveyor:

1 Site details
Occupants Name
Address
postcode
Tel No
Number of occupants
Number of floors
Owner/Occupier
Floor area ( approx. from sketch)

 2 HWS installation
Gas CH?

Boiler type ( floor, wall,..
Boiler make
Boiler model
Boiler output
Permanent pilot?
Pumped HW?
Cylinder stat?
Primary Pipework Insulated?

Electric immersion?
on/off peak?
dual immersions?
controls

Cylindersheight
diameter
foam? (N=jacket)

Delivery system
Kitchen tap, litres draw off
water dist loss ratio (kit tap draw off/BS max drawoff (1.7 litres?))

3 appliances
washing m/c model

hot connection?
if not, distance to hot pipe
usage loads/week

Tumble dryer model
generic type
if so, distance to gas pipe
usage loads/week

cooking fuel
if not, distance to gas pipe
usage per person, high/avg./low
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SURVEY SHEET TWO

using:fuel effic: NoPeople:
Current annual figures: m3 wasted water/yr GJ

Cost £ CO2 kg

4 Running cost and costs of upgrades
If gas CH cost savings payback CO2 saving

If boiler efficiency < 70%, new boiler installation
If gravity or poor control, controls upgrade

If Elect immersion
cost of installing gas water heater
if cost above too great, new dual cyl + controller

If cylinder
If cylinder poorly insulated, cost of upgrade

If washing m/c cold fill only
Cost of piping to hot fill

If tumble dryer
Cost of conversion to gas version

If electric cooking,
Cost of conversion to gas cooking

If long dead legs, 
Cost of relocating plant

5 householder satisfaction scale 1-5, 1 very dissatisfied, 5 very satisfied

HW system
convenience
running cost
time to wait for hot water to reach tap
time to wait for water to heat up
flow rate 
availability of water though day
comment on upgrades proposed

Cooking
using gas as cooking fuel
comment
comment on upgrades proposed

Surveyors comment

Sketches of each floor plan to be produced, with HWS outlets marked
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CALCULATION SHEET
Hot water consumption
number of people 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
hot water usage GJ/yr 4.1 5.7 7.4 9.0 10.6 12.3 13.9 GJ/yr
std distribution loss GJ/yr 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5
W factor
est distrib losses GJ/yr (equals std distrib times W factor) GJ/yr
total GJ/yr
Cylinder loss GJ/yr insulation none jacket foam
cylinder 450 dia thickness 25mm 25mm 38mm 50mm
cylinder height mm vol l. / loss factor 0.095 0.05 0.016 0.01 0.008

900 117 11.06 5.90 1.85 1.22 0.92
1050 140 13.23 7.06 2.21 1.46 1.11
1200 190 17.96 9.58 3.00 1.98 1.50
1500 210 19.85 10.58 3.32 2.18 1.66 GJ/yr

total hot water energy requirement at immersion element GJ/yr

For gas boilers:
primary circuit loss (GJ/year) no stat cyl. stat

primary not ins. 4.4 2.2
primary insulated 2.2 1.3 GJ/yr

total hot water energy requirement at boiler GJ/yr
eff.

gas boiler type floor pre'79 55% Raybn 60%
no fan / fan high capacity 65% oil<'85 65%
fan low capacity / combi 69% oil>=85 70%
condensing 79% oil>=98 79%

electric ignition add: 4% oilcombi 76%

controls no stat/interlock -5% -5%

net seasonal efficiency fuel consumed GJ/yr

fuel costs natural gas LPG oil coal @ £130/t
£/GJ 4.14 7.25 3.2 4.44 cost £/yr

kgCO2/GJ 54 69 79 81 emits kgCO2/yr

Electric immersion on-pk off-pk
cost £/GJ 22.3 7.9

occupants
effective cost £/GJ hwc litres 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
single immersion 117 14.77 15.27 15.77 16.27 16.77 17.28 17.78

140 11.98 12.64 13.29 13.95 14.61 15.26 15.92
190 8.25 9.12 9.98 10.84 11.70 12.57 13.43

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
dual immersion 117 9.31 9.89 10.46 11.04 11.61 12.19 12.76

140 9.00 9.50 9.99 10.49 10.98 11.48 11.97
190 8.32 8.65 8.97 9.29 9.61 9.94 10.26
210 8.05 8.31 8.56 8.81 9.07 9.32 9.57

cost £/year

kgCO2/GJ: 142 emits kgCO2/yr

Water wasted through dead legs:
Occupants

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
BS standard drawoff wastage: 2.33 3.24 4.15 5.06 5.97 6.88 7.79 m3/yr

W actual wastage ( W* BS) m3/yr

Cost (severn trent) 1.33 £/m3 £/yr

Tumble drier
kWh load p/kWh £/load loads/year£/year loads/yr £/yr

gas 6 1.5 0.09 150 13.5
LPG 6 2.4 0.14 150 21.6
elec 5 8 0.40 150 60

cooker no. of people
fuel 2 3 4 5 6 £/GJ
natural gas 17£        20£     22£    25£    27£    4.1
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Appendix 4 List of measures offered

Improvement Measures offered
The following list from the data base indicates the range of measures offered.  Not all measures were
appropriate to a given situation.

list of measures offered
measure/survey    measure measure measure measure measure
      No.s text cots savings payback CO2 savings

1 / 1 new gas inst. water heater 500 145 4 735
2 / 1 reduce dead legs 100 13 8 90
3 / 2 gas CH 2500 50 50 1380
4 / 2 Gas multi point 500 50 10 1380
5 / 4 Gas multipoint 700 16 44 547
6 / 4 add boost to HWS system 50 0 1000 0
7 / 5 Change from elect to gas 200 43 5 300
8 / 5 replace cylinder with foamed 200 25 8 550
9 / 6 Replace gas boiler with efficient 1500 50 80 250
10 / 7 install lpg tumble dryer 350 26 14 105
11 / 7 install remote timeswitch for 100 50 2 500
12 / 8 install E7 tank 350 125 2 700
13 / 8 install electric shower instead 250 125 2 700
14 / 9 re pipe to avoid distribution 50 21 2 300
15 / 10 install gas boiler to do Ch 1500 268 6 911
16 / 10 rerun kitchen hot water direct 50 28 2 213
17 / 11 new boiler 1500 130 12 1700
18 / 11 controls and insulate pipes 100 38 3 500
19 / 11 new insulated cylinder 150 33 5 219
20 / 12 replace rayburn with 1000 12 80 760
21 / 13 instantaneous gas water heater 500 228 2 1358
22 / 13 new dual cylinder 300 148 2 0
23 / 14 new boiler installation 1500 36 42 470
24 / 14 Install Cylinder thermostat 60 25 2 200
25 / 14 new better insulated cylinder 150 28 5 200
26 / 15 install condensing combi 1500 171 9 931
27 / 15 gas multi point - lpg 500 157 3 856
28 / 15 install electric of pk cylinder 300 120 2 -350
29 / 15 Wood fired rayburn 2000 274 7 1490
30 / 16 change to oil combi 2000 137 15 895
31 / 16 upgrade to E7 cylinder 150 45 3 430
32 / 17 install new dual element 80 35 2 0
34 / 18 install gas CH 2500 49 51 1244
35 / 18 install new E7 cylinder and 300 60 5 0
36 / 18 install double immersion 50 40 1 0
37 / 18 reduce drawoff losses by 20 9 2 167
38 / 19 oil fired rayburn 2000 106 19 -1045
39 / 20 replace boiler with lpg 1500 31 48 293
40 / 20 swap to oil boiler 2000 91 22 77
41 / 21 insulate cylinder DIY 10 10 1 130
42 / 21 DIY replumb long dead leg 10 10 1 130
43 / 22 install condensing boiler 1200 42 28 400
44 / 22 insulate primary pipes 20 10 2 100
45 / 23 condensing boiler, controls 1500 33 45 400
46 / 23 convert to fully pumped HWS 200 7 28 10
47 / 24 install new oil CH and HW 2000 173 12 930

Note that some measures are negative in CO2 terms – usually where the improvement of hot water
saves money but uses a more polluting fuel (usually electricity).
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Appendix 5:  Completed survey and calculation sheets

basic survey data listed by ID number
ID # occupants floor area of house Owner occupier? HWS main fuelHWS GJ deliveredHWS  cost HWS CO2 kg CK fuel

1 4 90 Y elect on pk 13.1 213 1860 gas

2 5 144 Y elect off pk 29.2 144 2611 gas

3 2 140 Y gas 9.9 59 770 gas

4 2 76 N elect off pk 8.6 68 1220 elect on pk

5 5 135 N gas 30.9 128 1668 elect on pk

6 4 80 Y gas 26 108 1404 gas

7 5 180 Y lpg 16 116 1104 lpg

8 6 74 Y solid fuel 17.8 243 3265 elect on pk

9 3 115 N oil 14.9 48 1177 lpg

10 5 102 Y elect on pk 17.3 386 2457 lpg

11 3 107 Y gas 40.4 167 2162 gas

12 3 98 Y gas 11.6 60 1231 gas

13 7 84 N elect off pk 18 320 2556 gas

14 3 131 Y gas 31.6 131 1706 gas

15 2 80 N lpg 13 279 1490 elect on pk

16 2 78 N lpg 23 164 1559 elect on pk

17 1 44 N elect off pk 6.5 96 924 elect on pk

18 3 168 Y wood 18 143 1861 lpg

19 4 54 Y elect on pk 9 200 1278 bottled gas

20 3 160 Y lpg 19.6 142 1349 lpg

21 2 70 N gas 0 150 1955 gas

22 2 98 N lpg 25 180 1710 lpg

23 2 300 Y gas 21 86 1100 gas

24 4 150 Y solid fuel 27 235 2450 elect on pk


